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Ktec and Conexa Partnership Agreement � Announcement
 
Kuantech Corporation (Ktec), a global power supply manufacturer and Conexa Tech 
Solutions Ltd (Conexa), a power supply and technology provider, with offices in the 
UK and India, are pleased to announce a new partnership agreement. Covering the 
dynamic UK and India regions, this agreement introduces Ktec�s versatile product 
range and OEM capabilities to these areas, bolstered by local commercial and 
technical support.
 
Manufacturing from a fully quality accredited, purpose-built, 1 Million square metre 
facility in Cambodia Ktec have a total of 210 vertically integrated production lines 
covering SMT, plastic injection, wound components and cables. In developing the 
factory Ktec have paid particular attention to sustainability with 40% of factory 
power coming from an on-site Solar farm and plans to increase this to 60% in the 
near future.
 
Ktec’s standard product offering covers a wide range of applications including 
Consumer Products, IT, Battery Chargers, Personal Care and Micro-Mobility, Medical 
& Measurement, Industrial and LED drivers. In addition Ktec works with a large 
number of household names in producing consumer product power supplies and 
can undertake full power supply design to customer requirements.
 
With a collaborative approach, extensive technical expertise and proven success in 
assisting its customer base with power supply selection, design and application 
Conexa is well-equipped with this partnership to enrich its portfolio and capabilities 
in servicing its client base.
 
Speaking about this agreement, Marc Hogg (Conexa CTO) said �The opportunity to 
work with a global leader in power supply manufacturing with sustainability as a key 
cornerstone is right inline with our own corporate aims and we are excited to see 
what the future brings.�
 
Tai Cheng Ktec�s VP of sales added �We are excited to be working with 
Conexa whose experience and technical capabilities are a great match for us
 and will enhance our market reach.�
 


